Assessments prove lengthly, useful

By KATHLEEN MILLER

Dr. Lloyd Cleaver’s of

Come in and check out our new menu items and drink specials.
Located on the north side of the square.

Taco Tuesday
5 p.m. – 9 p.m. • $0 Tacos and
Extremely Margaritas

Triavia Night
8 p.m. – 10 p.m. on
Wednesday’s

The Best Beer
Special in Town
Also, now POPPING

Burger Beach Night
6 p.m. – 9 p.m. • Every Thursday
51 Quarter Pound Hamburgers

Check out our places!
Century 1 still has several houses listed and ready to show. Call Tracy at
668-665-5678 for more information.

Dr. Lloyd Cleaver’s is currently recruiting people with moderate to severe acne to participate in a research study. This study will evaluate a new investigational generic gel to be approved prescription gel and placebo.

Senior portfolio – requires graduating seniors to submit one piece of work in six categories, as well as a cover letter and permission of ideas.

Critical thinking – a work integrating analysis, synthesis and evaluation of ideas.

Interdisciplinary thinking – a work that encompasses the methodologies of multiple disciplines.

Historical analysis – a work analyzing connections between events, and reveals the relevance of historical context.

Scientific reasoning – a work analyzing an ability to reason scientifically, such as a laboratory or research report.

Aesthetic analysis – a work analyzing a creative work, including visual, performing, or written arts.

Most satisfying work or experience – includes class, extracurricular work, or objects of symbolic value.

Cover letter – a record of the time and thoughts put into the creation of the portfolio.

Folio permission – Allows the student to use the portfolio in the future to train new portfolio readers.

Source: Truman State University Assessment Program

University assessment tools

Graduating Student Questionnaire – taken by all graduating seniors, with questions based on student satisfaction, campus involvement, and time spent on activities inside and outside the classroom.

Junior testing – students who have 75 credit hours take either the CAAP test, which is focused on critical thinking, or the MAP, which tests natural and social sciences, mathematics, reading, writing, and critical thinking.

Loan exit counseling – Federal Perkins Loan and Nursing Loan borrowers are required to attend an exit interview before graduation. This has been done through the Students Accounts Office.

Senior capstone – taken during the senior year of the student’s major. It is designed to demonstrate point-of-view comprehensiveness, positive self-worth, attitudes toward the major and the university, as well as ethical and social responsibility.

Senior testing – all seniors take a test chosen by faculty. The test, either the Collegiate Learning Assessment or a major-specific exam, measures general knowledge in the senior’s major.

Reporting by Wally Klug/Index
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